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Open space creativity with Sequenze
Modern day interiors requires multiple function furniture like the new Sequenze modular sofa system designed
by Emiliana Design Studio for Swedish furniture brand Mitab.
Sequenze is a sofa system for large open spaces in public interiors. It works as a sequential room deviding sofa, at the same
time creating spaces for social meetings, aside workspaces or comfortable relaxation.
Sequenze is a system based on 3 original elements. Each element can be altered in a number of configurations creating an
endless set of variations. 2 sofas with upholstery back (high or low) and a seat that can be shifted either to the left or the right
with an optional table. The sofas are complemented by a seating bench.
The shifted seat signals the sequential idea of the product. Build continuesly for as long as you like. There is no limit other than
the space you need to furnish. Sequenze is an activity based interior product following the trends of modern day work life.
The width of the sections are 180cm, leaving an impression of a wall providing multiple functions as it is upholstered on both
front and back side. Pin your ideas on the back side or use Sequenze as a room dividing element.
The Sequenze back is intended to be upholstered with a quilted fabric, something quite trendy thanks to new effecient
production methods. The possibility to use different fabrics or colours on different sections of the upholstery also creates a
wide range of possible variations to meet the customers wishes for identity in an interior.
Emiliana Design Studio was founded by Emili Padros and Ana Mir in Barcelona 1996. Emiliana Design’s vision begins from the
experimentation and the prospective new scenes, where the objective is that the relationship between objects, spaces and
users are emotional, participatory and creative. We believe in feeling!... We like Mitab because it is a company with the value
of a long tradition and a rich knowhow.

For futher information about Sequenze or Emiliana Design, pictures, videos or product information, contact Mrs. Cissi Johansson,
+46 140 770 605 or cissi.johansson@mitab.se

PASSION CREATES GREAT THINGS
Mitab is one of the leading Swedish design manufacturing brands. The bold investment in conceptual product lines together with young designers distinguish Mitab´s
more and more prominent role in the market. With 37 years experience in aming to make the best products in the market we think we can make the future better.

